
  

Press Recognition Panel 

Mappin House 
4 Winsley Street 

London W1W 8HF 

To the Editor 

by email only 

24 January 2019 

Dear Editor, 

Re: IMPRESS 

I am writing to you as you are one of the publishers regulated by IMPRESS. I am the 
Chief Executive of the Press Recognition Panel (PRP), the independent body set 
up by the Royal Charter  to ensure that regulators of the UK press are independent, 
properly funded and able to protect the public. 

As you will know, the PRP Board agreed to recognise IMPRESS as the first 
independent press regulator under the Royal Charter in October 2016. Under the 
terms of that Charter, we are required to conduct a cyclical review of IMPRESS 
recognition after two years, and that process is now under way. As part of the 
review, the PRP Board will be assessing the extent that IMPRESS continues to meet 
the criteria, and will also be considering the fairness, effectiveness and sustainability 
of the Regulator’s process of arbitration. 

We would like the views of regulated publishers to be included in this review. With 
that in mind, I would like to arrange a conversation with you to obtain your views on 
in particular: 

- The process of applying to be a member of IMPRESS and the changes it 
involved for you 

- Your experience of the process of complaints to IMPRESS about articles 
published by your publication 

- Your experience (if any) of IMPRESS arbitration scheme. 
- Any other matters that you wish to raise about regulation by IMPRESS 
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Your views would feed into the Cyclical Review report and could if you wished, be 
included without identifying your particular publication. 

IMPRESS is aware that we are contacting publishers on these terms. I very much 
hope that you are able to have this short discussion with us to assist with the review. 
If so, please contact us via this e-mail address or on 020 3443 7072 within the next 
14 days to confirm your availability. 

Yours sincerely 

Susie Uppal 

Chief Executive, Press Recognition Panel 




